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For Nyisson and Najo with thanks for their hospitarity and fríendship.

This paper describes the making of a rituar knife etendar) in Karu,
a village about 40 km south of Kuching. During curtural ceremonies
he pendat lies on the pagan altar amongst the equipment and ofierings
which are needed for the ritual or is worn by the tua gawai (master
of ceremonies, master of festivals) in its sheath at his hip. Land Dayaks
used this tool alone for ritually taking heads. rt has long since lost
this pulpose, but it is still regarded as a symbol of the strength of
the community.

Desuiption

It is smaller than the common working knife Qtarang, a bush
hife with a blade about 50 cm long). unlike the latter it does not
have a carved grip, but a small cap of wood or horn which is stuck
on its proximal end can be considered to have derived from such a
handle (the proximal end is that nearest to the body of the user).
Projecting from from either side of the grip is a round bar, forged
from the same piece of metar. Metal rings can be soldered to the grip
for decoration. on either side of the distal parts of the grip there is
an incised design which is called tanduk butan-the coconut horn. The
name originated from the hornshaped bud of the inflorescence of the
c'conut palrs. As this design bears no resemblance to a horn, but is
nore fan-shaped, one can assume, it courd be a phallic or an eye symbol.
The people of the village could offer no expranation as to the signi-
ficance of this design. rmmediately next to the tanduk butan therc
is a hole in the grip. while the grip of an Iban riÍuar parang can be
decorated only with the hair of a srain person, Land Dayaks can
place any human hair in this hole. Hornbilr feathers or coloured
ribbons can be used to complete the decoration.

The Forging qf a Ritual-Knife (Fendat) by Land D4yaks
in Sarawak, Borneo, Cultural and R.elÍgioris nact<grouïa

The blade of the pendat is at an obtuse angle to the grip, which
is typical of all Land Dayak parangs. Both the cutting edge and the
back of the blade-which is about 40 cm long-gets wider towards its
tip. The cross-section of the blade is symmetrical.

by
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There is an uneven "v"-shaped cut in the distal tip of the blade

which is of great significance, because it is this which is the distinctive

characteristic of the pendat. Each of the sides of the cut is made for

one of two (normally) benevolant spirits named tiriu and kamang. These

spirits inhabit the jungle on a hill named darod baru,less than a mile

fiom the village. They are the spirits who give power to the pendat

and confer the blessing or the curse that is attached to it'

Nyisson, the smith (beran), is the son of the master of ceremonies'

tua gawai, who is said to be more than a hundred years old' He is

oo" of the few people who still know all the old rites, and he often

deputises for his fáther in ceremonies. He lives with his wife and

his two sons Tambang and Najo (Tambang is a Malay word, being

a generic term for o'fare" on public tlansport. As there are only buses

in the area Concerned the Word waS tranSlated tO US aS "b-usfaÍe".

But such names generally lose their former meaning when becoming

a name. Nobody could give a meaning for the name Najo). There are

two younger sisters, but they did not live in Nyisson's room, at least

not during our presence. Tambang, aged 27, is still a bachelor. Najo,

aged 25, is married, with two children. Najo's family lives together

with his father in NYisson's room'

The forge and the religious obiects associated with it.

The forge stands on a hill which is separated from the village by a

stream. There is only one building on the same side as the forge; a

small house used for ceremonies and festivals. There is also a small

tributary stream where people of the village come to fetch water.

The ground-plan of the forge is rectangular (about (6 x 5 m). The roof

is pitched, and both roof and gables are covered with nipah palm'

Below this the building is open on all sides so that a chimney is not

necessary (Fig. 1). Just outside the forge is a water trough made from

a part of a hollowed-out tree trunk resting on two posts. The trough is

placed outside, because there it can catch sufficient rain water to keep

it fllled; thus the smith does not have to carry water himself. Inside,

under the shelter of the roof, are two small altars. One is made from

a length of bamboo, one end of which has been split in many places

and then bent outwards to form the shape of a cone-like recipient.

This is attached to the gable on the end of the building nealest to

the village. The other altar is a square platter made from split bamboo,

which hangs above the fire place, slightly to one side of the centre.

These two types of altars are the ones most commonly found in the

village. These particular altars are used very rarely, but at least once

ayeaÍ, on the occasion of the gawai nye-beran ("ny" being pronounced

as in the Russian "njet").
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This annual festival in the forge marks the end of the rice harvest,
and annuls the taboo on the forge which has been in force during the
harvest (the so-called gawai padi, the festival of the harvest, is held
later with music and feasts with drinks. Nowadays it is held on a
weekend). Every fourth yeaÍ a pig is slaughtered for the gawai nyeberan,
but on the other three years a chicken is deemed sufficient. The
important feature of this ritual is that the head of the pig should be
severed from its body inside the forge, and it is of no significance
either that the pig is slaughtered nor that blood is spilt. The sacrifice is
consumed during a solem feast. According to the prescription of
tmdition at least 8 heads must have been offered in the forge before
a ritual parang may be made there. This cannot be sooner than 28
years after the forge is built and the f,rst gawai nyeberan held.

It is not possible to reduce the time by making additional ofierings.
Najo smiled at our foolish suggestion that this might be so. He said
that the choice of a pig as a sacrifice was determined by tradition.

Lying on the ground in one corner of the forge is a third altar,
an unhewn stone, which, judging by its size, must weigh about 30 kg.
It is said to be unbreakable and it is the intermediary between man
and the spirits which bless the work done in the forge. rt is protected
even against attempts to break it by the fear that tiriu and kamans
would take revenge on the offender by calling a curse on him. The
same fate would befall anyone who should dare to use the forge while
the taboo is in force or do so without performing the rituar which
annuls it.

The offering must be placed on the stone by a person who is
working there for the first time, and who is also the first one to use
the forge on that day. The sacrifice brings a blessing on all of the work
and on all of the people working in the forge for the first time on
that day. rt is permissible for an ofiering to be made more frequently.
For example Nyisson made an offering every day before he started
work. It consisted always of a betel-nut (baï), of a leaf from the tree
bsid and of a paste made from lime and water snails; the name of
which is bínyuh. It does not matter if anybody, e.g. playing children
remove the offering. In addition to this small personal offerings may
be made: Nyisson for example always ofiers some of his tobacco.

The fireplace consists of a rectangular framework of tree trunks
each about 15 cm in diameter, which is about 60 cm high. The frame-
work is built up by placing logs alternately on the long sides and the
short sides. It is made secure because every log has two notches
close to each end where the long and short sides meet. The notches
cut into the bottom of one beam fit firmly into those ones cut into
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the top of the one below. By this means their weight is used to give
them stability. This framework is filled with earth, on the top of
which are the large stones which form the sides of the hearth. There
are also two anvils and one simple bench on one of the short sides
of the forge which is also used as a work bench. Each anvil is made
from a tree stump on top of which is a round metal disc a good 5 cm
thick. Its upper surface is rounded in the centre, and here are a nurnber
of holes each about 4 or 5 cm in diameter around the edge. These
metal pieces each weighing at least 10 kg came from the dock in
Kuching where an inhabitant of the village collected them several
years ago.

Tools
The first of the tools we shall describe is the bellows. This con-

sists of a wooden box and has a valve system which expells air both
when the piston is pushed in and when it is pulled out again. We
were told that the valves were made from leather flaps. A second
bellows is kept within reach on the rafters of the forge. It can be
taken down by someone who is standing on the fireplace. Nyisson
used one big hammer, two tissels of difterent size and shape, one big
file which was set into a shoe-shaped frame made of wood, a small
three-sided file and a small, handy tool for raking the charcoal. There
is also a provisional wooden grip for the parang while the smith is in
the process of making it. He made both this grip and the shoe-like
one for the big file himself (see below). The master has also a vice
which he bought several years ago in Kuching. Everytime he needs it,
he would carry it to the forge and nail it to the work bench.

Besides the offering and the tools the smith brings to work with
him a towel which he uses periodically to wipe the sweat from his
face. He has also two small tins in one of which is his tobacco found
on sale everywhere. In the other one there are short Iengths cut from
the dried frunds of nipah palm, from which he rolls his own thin
rather Iong cigarettes.

The performance of the work
Before Nyisson goes to the forge in the morning he puts his tools,

the rawling, the original pendat, the offering, his tobacco and also the
towel for the sweat into a basket which he carries on his back like
a rucksack. No other preparations were necessary unless one
counts his repeatedly contemplating the original pendat, sizing it up
against the width of his own hand and the back of his thumb. On
arrival at the forge he unpacks the tools he will need for the morning
task. Then he hangs the towel in reach over a beam below the roof.
After this he takes the tobacco, the oftering, smears some of the snail
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paste on the leaf and kneels down in front of the altar stone to bring
his srrail sacrif ic:. He also crumbles soire of the tobaccc-r besicles thc
ieaf onto the stone. His kneeling down is not a religious act but is
nerely because the stone is on the ground.

since the fire was used the day before, it is not necessary to kindle
the fire anew. \Mith the aid of the bellows, he and his son are able to
quickly ignite the embers. To begin with he takes the old, pendar out
of the basket as well as the piece of flat iron, which serves as a work
piece. He looks at both of these articles at first separately, than
together , and once more assures himself of all the measurements.

Thereafter he sticks the flat iron into the coals and shoves a
small heap of coals over the iron with the coal slide and thus heats
its end. The flat iron has dimensions of approxirnately 5 mn-r thickness,
a good 20 mm width and more than I rn in length. This is sufficient raw
material 1o make a second poroilg. Najo rnoves the bellows. Now. at
the beginning of the task, he moves them faster than later on when the
flre is red hot. In fact Najo accompanies his father especialry on these
work days, since he not only interprets for us, but also, a second man
js necessary for some of the work stages. Najo, who himself does not
forge, at least knows the slights of hancl that are necessarv for
assistance.

Then the old man takes the flat iron out of the fire for the first
l r *e and bcgins to hamnrer .  F i rs t  he pouncls on the narrow s ide,  s .
that the flat iron will become narrower and thicker (fig. 2). lle con-
tinues this procedure until the first 3 cm of the flat iron have gained
a square shape as seen in the cross section (fig. 3). He only hits the
broad side for corrections and in order to remove stuck-on crusts of
charcoal. The end piece has the shape of a very pointed pyramid upon
completion of the first operation (frg. 4).rn order 1o achieve this effect.
he first hits a gradation in small sections inlo the iron from both sides.
when the gradation has reached its f inal shape he beats the next
gradation and evens out these ledges. In between the iron is heated up
acain and again.  Dur i r rg th is  t ime.  Nyisson's  le f t  foot  rests on the hearth
while he stands on the ground with his right leg. At t imes he stares
straight ahead beyond the forge into the bamboo bushes and appears
to be concentrating on his next operation. once he stops in the i l idst
of his hammering, turns the iron. looks at it closely, and then thinks
so long ,nti l ít no longer glows. Therr hc puts it in the fire beforc
he continues to work on it.

The remaining portion of the handle wiil be shortened by forging
in a similar way. But this portion of the grip looks rectangular in
crossing-section. Thereafter, proceeding from the anatomy of the future

' ' j
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user, the obtuse angle between blade and grip is forged in indication

(fig. 5). This also requires many operations. Then he seizes a long file'

thi point of which is knife-shaped and beats a groove into the gnp

by holding the file vertically and then pounding the end of the file

with the hammer (ng. 6). Najo holds the flat iron during this task'

This gtoove will be chiseled from the proximal end (the side pointing

towards the body of the future user) so that a notch is formed, and

the split-off piece can be bent off in a right angle later, as a perpendi'

cular cross-piece. Thereafter he takes a knife (about 20 cm long) and

beats on its wide back in order to deepen the groove (fig. 7 and fig' 8)'

Both operations are carried out from both sides of the grip so that the

groou., meet as closely as possible: a cleft results, and therefore a

pointed triangular piece is missing from the grip (fig' 9)' At this stage

the old man again pauses, and looks at his so far achieved pÍogÍess'

Before he continues, he relaxes by watching his son attend the bellows.

The same operation follows once more, but the second cleft is beaten

in from the distal side so that both protruding pieces have a common

symmetrical point situated around the middle of the handle' Then

À"y ur" beni oft to protrude at a right angle with a strong knife and

the help of the hammer. Both cross-pieces being chiseled from 
fe

proximal end and the distal end of the work piece, have the purpóse

àf dirtributing on the whole length the loss of mass of the grip by

the production of the crosspieces, and so the handle remains, in order

of Áagnitude, equally wide all over. In comparison to the original

piece, both bars are too long, they are not round like that of the

finished piece, instead in cross-section they are square. A slight waist'

line, which is found later in the grip will not be fi1ed in till the follow'

ing days. Now he cuts the tips of the too long bars oft. since the shape

of the grip suffered from the preceeding operations the smith must

perform correctional work in order to give the grip a rectangular

shape again (fig. 10). The holes in the anvil are useful for this task,

because only by lowering the bars into the holes can he fashion the

grip edgewise without compressing or twisting the bars anew. Before

both pieces were bent around, the old man had defined the depths

of both clefts, so that the bars actually attained an exactly opposite
position.

Up to this time Nyisson has smoked 3 or 4 nipah cigarettes, and

in between he measured with his hand and his thumb and compared

the pendat and the workpiece repeatedly. Very stereotype, he always

uses pauses in order to grasp his sweat towel with which he first wipes
his face, then his neck, finally hanging the towel with a little swing
up under the rafter almost without looking.
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. 
From this point on, Nyisson begins a new work phase, namely

fotging the angle between the blade ancl the grip into the tool (fig. ll).
He begins this task by proclucing an indentation or waist_line at the
beginning of the blade. In between r,.rhen trre iron is somewhat cooler,
he once again estirnates the proporfions of the grip with his hand.
When the angle is completecl by pounding on the ulnury side of the
ïuture pendut, he ends this work and the first vrork day. Artogettrer
we spent somewhat more than 4 hours in the forge.

The next work day in the forge again begins with the offering
on the magic stone. The offering from the day before still lies on
the stone, and Nyisson removes it unmindfully trefore he places today,s
ofierin-e there. Afterwards ttrre smith occupies himserf vr.ith the started
piece' which he turns srowry i '  his hanás. apparentry contemprative.
0nly then does he rake the fire ancï po*r: in the charcoirr as weil as
unpacking his tools. For the observer it i low appears that he is not
satisfied with the waist-rine at the beginning of the brade. with the
aid of the sharp-ed_eed back of the st-rong knife, he prcsses a clean
edge in the waist-l ine by beating on its shaip eclge (fig. l2). Trrereupon
he.lavs the original piece ancl the half nn;snca piecà side b), side in
otder to check if the proportions corresDond. He arso continues to
work on the angle between the grip and the brade, even though this
operation appeared to the authors to have been comprete. rt is oniy
a question of slight ccrrections. therefore this tastrr ioes not require
much time" Now he be_ríns to work on the essential blade.

This requires much experience and skil l  of the ,qmith, since the
flat iron woutrd become curved ,ike a -sater if lre wouJd onry thin the
cutting edge bi, pounding it flat. After the u,ork becomcs crooked. he
nevertheless succeeds in straigrrtening not only 1fte cutting edge but
also the back without the backsicie beccming too thin íf ig. r4). ,After
he compared the originrl and the herf-f inisheci perurar anew, he i ' ter-
tupts his work on the blade and grasps the big fire which has a sr-rort
cutting edge at its end. FIe beats mutLlall i , facing grooves in the flatiton'_in order to separate tr'te pcnrat from the unworked part at thedistal end of ihe brade (fig. l3). At rhis point he carries the rreated
work-piece out of the forge and over to the hotow tree trunk. Hcre hequenches the iron from both sides, by shoveling water with his handfiom the basin .nd letting it run over the iron. He repeats this proce-
dure and then tries to break off the surprus !:riece over the anvir. wir"nthis does not succeed, he heats the iron once again, and quenches ita second and then a third time. Now he can actually twist ihe iron atihegrcov,:s. 1r,: ins it nroli i :cJ 1g0", .rnd berds it i ' lck ancl forth repe^iecll, i .' ;n t i l  both pui ts  f i ln l l i '  breuk apart .

f -  : Í. ,,d

it
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At this stage it is noticeable that the half-finished blade is about

one quarter shorter than the original model. He fastens a provisional

wooden handle around the grip of the pendat and then again lays his

workpiece into the fire (fig. 15). This provisional handle allows the

smith to take a hold of the downright short hot workpiece. It consists

of a piece of branch or tree trunk, which had been corded by a vine'

It therefore exhibits a swung bulge and is handier. Furthermore it

possesses better mechanical properties, namely the greater hardness of

the wood and therefore greater heat ressistence.

Now the master begins to lengthen and widen the blade in the

course of which the former flat iron becomes thinner all around. Even

during this work the blade always becomes crooked. Ilowever he

correcfs this from time to time after heating it in the next work phase'

At this moment a strong breeze blows the leaf with the nut from the

magic stone. This does not signify a bad omen: Nyisson says, he is

sure, that tíríu and kamang had long since seen and accepted the offering.

Finally the blade reaches the length of the original. with the aid of

the big file he strikes again with the hammer on the end of the blade.

Thus he beats two new grooves in the end of the pendat in such a way

that a triangular sector can be levered out (fig. 16). During this work

Najo holds the work-piece for him, since he needs both hands for the

hammer and the file. After heating it four times the preparation is so

far developed that he carries the pendat over to the magic stone, where

he can then chip off this section. It would not be allowed that he

already chipped off this sector by accident on the anvil. He would

then have discounted this work, since he has to complete this operation

on the magic stone in honour of both spirits. Here the magic stone is

both anvil and altar. only the second time does the section break out

of the end of the blade (fig. 17). Nyisson is pleased and considers the

second day of work ended.

On the third working day, which is four days later in the calendar,

the old man can begin the work of filing. Technically he could do this

task everywhere, yet he naturally goes to the sacred place in order

to complete this special ritual tool. After his offering he begins at the

grip, first beautifying the flat sides by filing them smooth, and only

then finishing the narrow sides of the grip. During this process he

gives the grip a slight bodice by fiting away more material near the

cross pieces than at both ends of the handle (fig' 18). Nyisson is right'

handed and lays his left hand on the end of the shoe-shaped handle at

the tip of the tool. He pushes and pulls the file with his right hand

while he regulates the bearing pressuÍe with both hands. Accordingly

he stands on the forward extended, slightly bent left leg, while he
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piaces his ri i : l i t í 'r 'ot fri i  bcirir:<.i. thus iricrriding boih rris a*ï.i anrj his
ri 'ho!r bociy in thl rnovcirenl.

The master very quickly works up a srveat, takes of his shirt,
which he had done to' at the refini'g iurnu"" right at the beginning
of the day, and passes judgement on nL prevailing workmanship. Then
he files on the curting side of the brade with the big f,le and with
long strokes near the tip of the blade. -FJear the hanclre, where the
blade is narrower. he does it with shorter strokes and faster sequences.
He files the tip of the brade until it is pointed-triangular in crosu-
section (fig. 19A), and hence it is bounded by both sicles of the edge
and the back of Íhe pencrcrr. Near the grip trre blade has a rectanguïar
form in cross-section and does not posses a cutting edge so that the
first 5-6 cm cannot be fired sharp (fiÀ. r 9B). This came about because
the triangular filed part, running in the direction of the grip, takes up
an aiways smaller part of the whore blade width. In the middre between
grip and blade-tip, the cross-section is bor-rncred by the back of the
blade, by two parallel areas (which run pararlel to the symmetrical
piane of the blade) and rhird by both areas building the cutting edge
as seen in (fig. 19c). r{ence an obtuse edge runs arong the blade, siartirg
at the back of its tip and leading to the cutting edge near the grip.
This obtuse edge becomes really apparent in the next work phase,
when he fi les parallel to the symmetrical plane of the blade.

S,ddenly and without a transition. he fires the proximar end ofthe grip with a smail triangurar fire. A sornewhat rounàed spike shourd
result, on which the wooden cap can later be affixed. But first of ail,
on both sides of the raw peg, tr-re end of the grip is firecl crean. since
it is sti l l  too long he fi les a groove around the peg, unti l he can loosen
it by knockins with the mailet of the vice and then breaking it ofi byhand (fig. 20 and,2t).

Following that, he again begins to work on the blade point, inorder to give both boundaries of the edge-rvirich are for the spirits -
their final shape. Ire starts at the shorter side of the assymmetricalry
str'rped oiit rria'gle. rvhich is fr,r rir iu ;. ind fires it ro*nd wilrr .ncindentation in its middl e (fig. 22). But he leaves the longer one (for
karnang) straight when polishing it. Norv he has earned a rest and lightsa Nipah-cigarette.

In the same manner as he has filed off the excess lengÍh of thedistal peg, he now shortens botrr cross-pieces to their finar rengthti ig 23) F{e pr-r1s i l ' ,e pcttt!at' in lhe flre again ancl heats it in .rcler irrdecorate the handle with the ttrntrtrk butai, the cocorut horn (Íig.24A).
But f irsi ihe firc has to bo k'inciecr ag.in, since it was not nceclecl yetl.dirj" wilh 3-4 precisc bioi,vs. each one of the irrree curvcd bows is
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itserr, he must spend ai reast rou,rájitiï,;iïrjïfi,ï:ï:ïrr"1ïff;

stamped into the rid:, o{ the grip. when the coconut horn is finishedon one side-when at three I;.-r ";.;esent-then the same parrern
Ï;i.tfi:,ïrï:":'l"x'Í: j:: "it"i!" side req uires threË worksteps' rhen Nvisson takes thÁ rÀ"r "'ïï,'rï""ï ;f:J:ïïffi"rffi; Hfsides into the grip. art", ,"u"á;;;Ër, a hole resutrs, rn which
ffi;ït;'".111 ffJ rbe 

braideJ *,"-ït*lroB). rndeed Nyisson ends
sebuah-tree roday in 

"^11:-ol' he will. pÀ"ur. 
-a piece of wood of rhe

this he ;;,1 ffJ 
rrr orcrer ro ler it dry for abour one wr"ï*Ou, otcap to decorate rhe proximal p.e diil' 

' 
l
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the sarong, the sheeth (sarong :

manifold, e.g. sarong tangan :

to do this during the following

or even later.
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are indePted to Mrs. Deborah

their helP when translating this
ïhe fourth worlc daV takes place eigh-t days later. Today themaster fites awav ttre rli ,"d;;"I;;;;, and afterwards hardens the

i:á" r:: rffiio.olenchins' 
"t ;"';;row 

-tree-trunk. rn order ro
isi:ad"í;cï"ïïiË"ff l*:'*;ï"ï:Í.ï::í:ï1i:h;;;^:;;;finished anA onty needs to b; ,;r;;;;. 

"

Two pieces of trass which were cu-t proportionally beforehandare laid and sotdered 
13yná ,rr" rni"ur"ïuos for decoraiion. For thishe uses a wire of soft sol-de-r uno u"riuiirora.riog iron which is heatedin the fire (fig. 25A and 258). The;;;r, nuo, are pounded aroundthe grip with a smat hamm"i ." *.,ffi fit, untir crean edges resurt.During the sordering oJ rhese r*or,'*ïïn takes prace on ïtre anvit,a man from the vita-se trerps him, tiïrr"ïit"..ordering toot. oruiourry

lïï,ï#ï,ï.,:Jxiili:;;ï.ï"Ï,liï#andendsio-,1"ïiri"-.ora,,.
Now onry the reric of a once existent w.ooden handre is st'l missing.The rittle wooden c? ,.atrxea *riï-""trnd of,rubberJatex preparedbeforehand (fis. 2só...rhil ilpË; ïo^rnu, chips of the tatex arecrumbred into the hollow "f #-;, and afterwards, the very hotpeg is pressed into the "uuirr--in*"";"*, Iatex, which has becomehot and prastic, gushes out. The master *u. i smooth with his spit-campened thumb' since the sticky iaterial wourd adhere to dry skin

iï"!"Tï#Jf ïïï:il;1**;i''*d,proportiÀtJshape,
iffi; ï,J,t,ïïtt*".*;1; ffi;1ffi ii# ïffi f xïi3 ;ï,,ï ï

After this operation the pendat is compreted, and no initiatingritual is or""rr"'v in order to use ii-""r"ilouuty (fig. 26). But beforethe masrer packs up his-toors,;; ";-*";::'_the ord and the new work,an occupation with which h-e wirl .p""áir"rr- fime during the forowing
Í3Ji, iJiï.ï:i:::ï:::":1ï--.:i-:' Jort in producing the knire
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the sarong, the sheeth (sarong - skirt, wrap, but not: shirt; applicable
nanifold, e.g. sarottg tangun =. glove). However he does not intend
to do this during the following days, but some time in a few weeks
or even later.
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